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Youths listen to songs on a smartphone in a narrow street in Lyari.

In these file photos Cecilienhof palace is seen in Potsdam. — AFP photos

Acentury after Germany’s monarchy was abolished, some
of its blue-blooded descendants are riding back into
battle to reclaim what they see as their royal birthright.

At stake are fabulous palaces and thousands of priceless arte-
facts and artworks. The fight has thrown a new spotlight on
Germany’s aristocratic families, who are now usually best
known through glossy celebrity gossip magazines, and specif-
ically the House of Hohenzollern.

The descendants of the last German emperor and king of Prus-
sia, Kaiser Wilhelm II, have embarked on a struggle to get back
properties and treasures that were confiscated by the Soviets in
1945.  The biggest prize up for grabs is the right of residence in
Cecilienhof Palace near Berlin, site of the 1945 Potsdam Confer-
ence.  The Tudor-style mansion, which boasts 176 rooms, six
courtyards and 55 fireplaces, was the last Prussian palace built
by the Hohenzollerns.

It was there that the victorious Allied leaders, US president
Harry Truman, British prime minister Winston Churchill and Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin, decided the shape of a post-war world. The
palace and other riches long lost behind the Iron Curtain came
back into reach for the Hohenzollern family with the fall of the
Berlin Wall, the turbulent event three decades ago this October
3. Family representatives and cultural foundations have held secret
negotiations on their compensation and restitution demands since
2013, sometimes in Angela Merkel’s chancellery building. The
issue and the secret talks only came to light in July in a report by
news weekly Der Spiegel, which was later confirmed by the cul-
ture ministry.

Thousand-year history 
The Hohenzollerns, whose history has been linked with Ger-

many’s for almost a millennium, were kings of Prussia from 1701
and then ruled the German Empire from 1871 until Wilhelm II was
forced to abdicate in 1918 and went into exile after Germany’s de-
feat in World War I. The Prussian royals were initially stripped of
their properties without compensation, but a deal on the monar-
chy’s assets was later worked out under a 1926 law.

The imperial family received millions of marks and kept dozens
of castles, villas and properties, mainly in and around Berlin but
also as far away as today’s Namibia. However, Soviet occupation
following World War II and subsequent communist rule led to ad-
ditional expropriations, of the type which has generally entitled
owners to compensation. Georg Friedrich Ferdinand, the great-
great grandson of Wilhelm II, says that his family has since the
collapse of the Soviet bloc insisted on getting back what it had
been granted in the immediate post-WWI agreement.

At stake are the right to reside at Cecilienhof and many other
properties, as well as the restitution of thousands of paintings,
sculptures, furniture, books and coins, Der Spiegel has reported.
Most of these are now held by the state-run Prussian Palaces and
Gardens Foundation Berlin-Brandenburg, the Prussian Cultural
Heritage Foundation and the German Historical Museum.

Nazi era role 
Many critics have expressed anger that the Hohenzollerns are

now trying to get these treasures back, depleting public collec-
tions. “What nerve,” said the former speaker of the lower house

of parliament, Wolfgang Thierse.  Brandenburg state’s finance
minister, Christian Goerke, charged that “the Hohenzollerns have
marginalized themselves with their unacceptable claims”. Markus
Hennig, the Hohenzollern’s lawyer, however insisted to AFP that
the “claims are based on law”. The controversy comes as Ger-
many builds a replica of the Berlin Palace, the principal residence
of the Hohenzollern kings of Prussia, which was heavily bombed
in WWII and then leveled by the communist East German regime
in 1950. At the core of the ongoing fight is the question of what
role the Hohenzollerns, whose Kaiser Wilhelm II was instrumental
in causing the outbreak of World War I, played when the Nazis
came to power.

Under a 1994 law, people whose property was expropriated
by the Soviet Union have a right to claim compensation-but only
if they did not “lend considerable support” to the Nazi regime.
University of Edinburgh historian Stephan Malinowski said that
there was a debate among historians about the link between the
son of the last kaiser and Nazism. “Most of them have come to
believe that there was a very strong link between the crown
prince and the Nazi Party, although he was never a member of the
party,” Malinowski told AFP. In a newspaper in 1932, the crown
prince called for people to vote for Adolf Hitler in the presidential
election, he added. The wrangle may go on for years but, as Der
Spiegel pointed out, that’s not much “after a century-long dispute
and a millennium of family history”. — AFP

For years, their voices and stories were largely invisible in
Pakistan. With little performance space available Lyari’s rap-
pers have largely turned to the internet to share their clips of
their songs, which generate millions of views online.  “I want
to highlight the issues in Karachi and my own area in Lyari,”
explains eight-year-old rapper Waqas Baloch, who released a
video under the moniker Thousand earlier this summer. The
young MC is just one of dozens of rappers to pick up a mi-
crophone in recent years, according to residents following the
scene closely. 

For cleric Jameel Ahmed-who runs a madrassa in Lyari-
youth interest in music and personal expression is a welcome
relief after years of tough times.    “It is far better than drugs,
booze and other such menaces. Music is helping them stay
away from such things,” says Ahmed.  He adds: “Now, their
minds are opening up.” — AFP


